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Surf and Saltwater Fishing in the Carolinas is the ultimate all-in-one guide to inshore saltwater
fishing in North and South Carolina. Written by award-winning Brunswick Beacon newspaper fishing
columnist Jeffrey Weeks this book is packed with all the information you need to know about surf
and saltwater fishing in our Carolina waters. Inside you will find tips and tactics for catching flounder,
redfish, speckled trout, bluefish, pompano, sea mullet, Spanish mackerel, spot, croaker, black drum
and even the lesser known fish of the Carolina inshore saltwater scene.
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I hit the coast at Edisto Beach and read the book before going.. Some good tips and advice from an
experienced fisherman and journalist.It was at the end of November 2013, so I chartered a boat,
then I caught a half dozen nice Red Fish up in the river above the town. Nothing was biting off Otter
Island and I wasn't about to go to far out in some rough looking ocean waves. I've been fishing for
about 45 years now, in both Saltwater and Fresh Water. Mr. Week's opinions and observations

were appreciated.

Information for all. Having been away from fishing in many years, this little book informed me of
what is working on fish now days and the new baits used. Good information from gear to baits to
fishing strategy. Not to deep but will cover knowledge to get you into fishing from any location you
want to toss a line out to. Great for anyone who needs to catch up on fishing ideas and methods.

Bought this for my fishing fanatic son for Christmas. It has a chapter on Flounder fishing, which is
the main reason I bought it. it is written very well and interesting. We will definitely try out these tips
when we go on vacation next year.

I was pleased with this book. I'll keep it for reference. Of the three book I bought this was the most
useful. I'd buy it again.

This book covered all aspects of fishing in N.C. waters. It covers equipment, bait, techniques, best
times to fish, there special characteristics that can help you put fish on the table, I especially like the
large section on how to prepare your fish after the catch. I would recommend this book to anyone
who wants to fish N.C. waters.

Although I haven't yet read this book word by word, I have perused it and read specific parts I am
particularly interested in and have found it to be a most excellent source of saltwater/surfcasting
information. I relied on reviews to make this purchase, as I typically do, and once again I appear to
have been guided well. Many thanks one and all!

This is well worth the short amout of time it takes to go through it initially but don't expect to retain
everything on the initial run through.It was obvious to me, early on, that this book was written by
someone who's been there, knows what they've done, experienced it working and is passing it on.
Just reading the words, I felt like I could hear the pride and the gratitude of someone who was
passing on this information to other fisherman just like it was passed on to him and that he was very
happy and content to be doing the same thing.Easy, smooth, relaxing and bery interesting writing
style. Good, practical information that doesn't just give facts but, passes along a mindset or way of
thinking about what you're fishing for and how you can go about catching the fish you're after. Just
throwing out a bunch of lists and facts gets really dry and boring for me. This is more of a

storytelling method but it never got boring or condescending. I felt likenI was sitting in the boat, on
the way out to a a buddy's favorite fishing spot and he was giving me the scoop on what's worked
for him and what I may want to try when we get there.Definitely well worth the time to read! A great
reference for me as well but layed out in such a way that it won't take hours of reading to get a
game plan together for what I'll need to hit the water. Well done!

Great book- especially for beginners! Rig and bait information of great help ! A lot of recipes? Not if
you catch the fish! Only downside:no color photos of fish: but they are available thru NC fishing sites
and internet .
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